MANIFESTO

My name is Ruth Kabila a 2.2 student majoring in business management. I am running for the post of SRC president. I am social, patient, and hardworking with a strong desire to learn and serve others with honor and respect. Also striving to implement and advocate for change for the greater good.

Why I am capable to make a change

I am a very friendly and approachable person with whom to talk to. I believe in the sharing of ideas in the sense that in partnership with the student we will build and make a huge difference to the student body. Moreover, Africa University is more than just a university; it is our home, based on this statement everyone should feel at ease, accommodated, valued, and happy.

Each student has a wish to be heard and represented which is why I am willing to stand the ground on behalf of the students by being their voice in all situations. Adding on the fact that I envision a more honorable representation of the student body to the administration articulating their needs and requests from academics to all other aspects that affect the student body, and petition for them to be honored.

Focus & main agenda

I am willing to constantly push my team forward and hold them accountable because a successful leader prioritizes his team and service over himself. I will set a good example for my team by showing interest in their accomplishments.

I will bring teamwork from the SRC to the students and teamwork will be our weapon. These will be fulfilled through the implantation of “Data collection analysis”. I will be an outstanding example for my committee by showing interest in their accomplishments morally and physically.

I will advocate that all SRC members will be known by students including their duties within the Student union.
Sport and entertainment

Coming to activities conducted on campus and off campus I wish to implement various activities that can combine different nationalities and interests.

Secretary General

Through the secretary general office it is of greater importance to highlight the pending challenge being faced by students. This is so in the sense that since it has been proposed that everyone is now writing face to face exams therefore for future years to come it is significant that the board of directors communicate clearly and on time so that students and those off campus have adequate time to prepare themselves.

Social Welfare

Through the social welfare department it is important to articulate the prominent issue which pertains to the dining hall meals. Since one cannot change the basic order of meals there is need to bring in more various foods to the dining hall. To illustrate this view a few individuals from each community can propose recipes to the dining managers so that they can be included at least once a week. This will accommodate all nationalities as a whole bringing change to the usual system.

To put everything in a nutshell my dreams might be greater than me to achieve alone so therefore I open my doors inviting every student to partake on this journey with me to build the Africa University Empire.

“SUCCESS TASTES BETTER TOGETHER AND NEVER ALONE”